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Awake Your Dreams: Stop
Procrastinating! Start Achieving!
The book is focused on the common
problem faced by people. People often
find themselves constantly
procrastinating even though it causes
them much anxiety later. A question
that is frequently asked by a lot
people to the therapists and coaches is
why do they keep on procrastinating?
Author Rachanaa Jain deals with just
that in this book. Even though most of
us know what exactly we need to do, we
often put those tasks away up until the
very last minute. And this is not just
a one-time thing. It has been noticed
by many that this falls into a pattern
that keeps repeating itself, and people
find themselves trapped in and swirling
down the familiar whirlpool of stress
and anxiety because of their own
procrastination. The book will enable
readers to change their perceptions
that inhibit and limit their efforts to
change dreams into reality. Rachanaa
Jain has put forward a very effective
six-step DREAMS system to prevent
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people from trenches of procrastination
that only hinders our true success in
her latest book. Moreover, putting off
work for later and finishing up in the
last minute only depreciates the
quality of our work. This often gives
us a bad reputation with colleagues,
family, and friends and may even get us
into serious troubles and costs you big
time. This book touches over points
like, why people often find themselves
procrastinating, even when they have an
important task at hand. The book is
aimed at helping people bring out the
power they have within themselves to
make one's dream into reality. Readers
can hope to achieve an effective and
healthy "mind diet" from this book that
will help them heal their spirit, body,
and mind. The book provides guiding
steps by which people can find the
motivation of getting out of their
comfort zone and trying out new things.
The book is focused on the common
problem faced by people. People often
find themselves constantly
procrastinating even though it causes
them much anxiety later. A question
that is frequently asked by a lot
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people to the therapists and coaches is
why do they keep on procrastinating?
Author Rachanaa Jain deals with just
that in this book. Even though most of
us know what exactly we need to do, we
often put those tasks away up until the
very last minute. And this is not just
a one-time thing. It has been noticed
by many that this falls into a pattern
that keeps repeating itself, and people
find themselves trapped in and swirling
down the familiar whirlpool of stress
and anxiety because of their own
procrastination. The book will enable
readers to change their perceptions
that inhibit and limit their efforts to
change dreams into reality. Rachanaa
Jain has put forward a very effective
six-step DREAMS system to prevent
people from trenches of procrastination
that only hinders our true success in
her latest book. Moreover, putting off
work for later and finishing up in the
last minute only depreciates the
quality of our work. This often gives
us a bad reputation with colleagues,
family, and friends and may even get us
into serious troubles and costs you big
time. This book touches over points
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like, why people often find themselves
procrastinating, even when they have an
important task at hand. The book is
aimed at helping people bring out the
power they have within themselves to
make one’s dream into reality. Readers
can hope to achieve an effective and
healthy “mind diet” from this book that
will help them heal their spirit, body,
and mind. The book provides guiding
steps by which people can find the
motivation of getting out of their
comfort zone and trying out new things.
After the success of my first book
MODELING AS YOUR JOB, a step- by- step
guide on how you can become a working
model. It seems only natural for the
series of AS YOUR JOB, to follow with
ACTING AS YOUR JOB and here is the
reason why. It is a natural transition
to go from a career in modeling to a
career in Acting. After five years of
research and interviews I wrote this
book ACTING AS YOUR JOB a step-by-step
guide on how you can become a working
Actor. In this book I am going to take
you step-by-step and show you exactly
what you need to do, to become a
successful Actor. In seven steps from
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never have acted before to landing your
first gig as an Actor. In this book I
will cover the unions, Acting schools,
Acting coaches and how to land an agent
its all here step-by-step and by the
end of this book you will have all the
tools necessary to become a working
Actor.
How to achieve your goals and reach
success faster than ever? Do you often
feel like your goals are out of your
reach? Do you get stressed when you
think of making plans, setting goals or
creating resolutions? Do you easily get
distracted and unmotivated, because
everything you want seems far away or
unattainable, costs too much effort or
requires a lot of sacrifices? If those
images make your stomach hurt and make
you feel overwhelmed by the pressure of
fulfilling everything to a tee, then
this book has the answers you need. We
all procrastinate from time to time,
putting off important duties until the
last moment. The problem starts when
that habit begins to interfere with
your professional or personal life,
like your job, relations with friends
or your spouse, or your education.
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Procrastination leads directly to
stress – do you remember doing your
high school project the night before it
was due? Did you know by doing things
last minute, you risk: Depression
Anxiety Social withdrawal Head and
Muscle aches ...and other physical and
mental diseases? It’s better to prevent
than cure. And the solution is closer
and much easier than you think. Don’t
fall into the vicious spiral of
strained nerves and failing health.
According to a study by Joseph Ferrari,
a professor of psychology at DePaul
University in Chicago, as much as 20%
of adults are chronic procrastinators.
And that ́s only the group of people
who procrastinate on a daily base. It
is not something you should be ashamed
of, but it is something you can learn
how to fight. Even Dalai Lama himself
admitted to slacking off in the past –
but he learned how to focus, and so can
you. And as it turns out – you can do
it with a handful of tools and tricks
to make the process less intimidating.
One very simple life hack will make you
33% more likely to succeed in all areas
of life at once. In “Goal Getting
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Success”, you will discover: - How to
find, set and achieve the right goal
for you with 8 simple tricks - How one
thing we all hate can actually help you
stay on track to success - How to
motivate yourself using your own
imagination - How some people can help
you in achieving your goal, and how to
avoid those who will prevent it - What
may be the barriers you will face, and
how to easily combat them - How a
simple acronym can magically make
everything seem achievable - What is
the right mindset for your journey to
success And much more. Don’t put off
the opportunity to help yourself. You
can easily be as successful as you
should be. According to University
College London, it can take as few as
18 days to form a new habit that can
bring you closer to reaching your
goals. Boost not only your achievements
but also your confidence and selfimage. As soon as you become a goalachiever, you will be the best version
of yourself. Don’t just like the idea
of success – become the success. Once
you find out how easy it is to set up a
simple, yet effective course of action
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and keep up with it, you will be amazed
by how much your life will change for
the better. If you are now browsing
books instead of doing something
important, then the universe wants to
tell you something. If you want to
immediately start your new and improved
life of success, then check out this
guidebook today.
An Insightful Glimpse into Reaching an
Impactful Life, a Wise and Savvy Look
into the How Part of What Has to Be
Done to Achieve Measurable Success in
Reasonable Amount of Time
Stop Procrastinating! Start Achieving!
Awakening of the Soul
How to Stop Putting Things Off and
Start Getting Stuff Done
The 5 Second Rule
Dream Awake
Wake-Up & Dream
In 2002, Grace J. Scott began to receive messages
from those beyond the grave. Grace felt it her duty to
record their voices, their thoughts, and even their
warnings. Awakening of the Soul is the amazing
result. This intriguing collection of channeled
thoughts from souls in heaven, other planetary
systems, and other universes will benefit those
seeking spiritual growth as well as those wanting
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information about preparing for upcoming Earth
changes. Much of the material is packed with
information and requires time to read and digest
while other material is simple and easily understood.
Presented in chronological order as received in
reflexology sessions, the conversations are
completely original, unedited, and unorganized,
straight from the spirit itself. Some spirits channeled
big lessons for the general public or gave messages
to individuals while some explained disasters,
politics, wars, dreams, and events in our daily lives.
But all of the souls have one thing in common: they
bring news that Earth is cleansing itself at a rapid
pace, and they are here to assist us through the
cleansing and beyond. Epic in scope, Awakening of
the Soul is a vital tool for those looking to the future
and to the fate of Earth itself.
**55% OFF for Bookstores!! LAST DAYS*** Learn
How to Stop Procrastinating Your Customers Never
Stop to Use this Awesome Book! Learn how to stop
procrastinating today ― once and for all. Is your
potential limited due to your procrastination habit?
Are you tired of the guilt, stress, and overwhelm? Do
you want to learn the secret to getting things done
quickly and effectively, so you can increase your
success in all areas of life? In this no-fluff and actionoriented book, you'll discover the real reason behind
your procrastination (there's only one!) and you'll
find potent tools to help you overcome
procrastination for good. Learn How to Stop
Procrastinating You'll Discover... Science-based
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strategies designed to help you overcome laziness,
free yourself from excessive guilt, and get things
done whether you feel like it or not. A simple
strategy for programming your unconscious mind to
act in any way you like New research explaining
differences between procrastinators and nonprocrastinators (Hint: procrastination is not your
fault.) Why criticizing yourself always leads to more
procrastination and what to do instead The
30-second trick to build "instant habits" so you can
wake up early, exercise regularly, and get more done
without wasting any willpower A quick walkthrough
of the new science of willpower: why you need it,
easy ways to get more of it, and step-by-step advice
on how you'll use it to overcome procrastination
Why your granny doesn't procrastinate (the alarming
link between technology, distractions, and
procrastination... and what you must do to escape
this trap) Rarely discussed but highly researched
strategies that tackle the root cause of
procrastination... allowing you to quickly relieve
guilt, feel better about yourself, and as a result get
more done Whether you're a failing student, aspiring
entrepreneur, stay-at-home mom, or just someone
who's constantly struggling for motivation - know
that by following the information in Stop
Procrastinating, you can overcome procrastination.
More importantly, you can finally realize your
potential, go after your dreams, and enjoy life
without constantly feeling guilty or stressed out.
Don't wait. Buy it Now and let your customers get
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addicted to this amazing book!
Freedom from Addiction II could well be the most
important book of the twenty-first century. Why is
that? With over eight billion people in the world
suffering from the disease of addiction in one form
or another, the pain and suffering generated by
addictive behaviors is staggering! Freedom from
Addiction II improves twenty-one psychological
symptoms: anxiety, depression, pain, loneliness,
lack of love, a void, emptiness, unworthiness, sense
of failure, sorrow, insecurity, guilt and shame,
unhappiness, lack of acceptance, lack of energy,
fear, boredom, resentment, self-pity, need for
immediate gratification and pleasure, and suicidal
thoughts. It cures over twenty-four different
addictive behaviors: codependency/control,
marijuana, alcohol, hallucinogens, opiates,
inhalants, depressants, stimulants, anabolic
steroids, gambling, kleptomania, smoking,
sociopathic / criminal behavior, overeating or
undereating, sexual and nonsexual abuse,
workaholism, excitement, power and greed, teenage
rebellion, sexual compulsions, overspending,
negative thinking, TV / Internet / smartphone
overuse, relationship addiction, and
collectaholism/hoarding. In this book, you will learn
a proven do-it-at-home treatment program which has
been successfully used for over twenty-five years. If
you meet three simple criteria, the success rate for
curing your disease is 100 percent! If you meet these
three simple criteria and your addictive behavior is
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not cured, we will gladly return your investment. This
is a no-risk 100 percent lifetime guarantee.
Awake Your DreamsStop Procrastinating! Start
Achieving!
How To Stop Procrastination, Improve Your Mental
Focus, And Achieve Any Goal You Want in Life
The Laughing Jesus
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Interpreting Your
Dreams
How to prepare for the biology olympiad
Includes Goal Setting Success and Productivity Plan
Awake Your Dreams
Stop Procrastinating
Studies have shown it takes only 21 days for a new
habit to take root. If there's a spiritual skill you've
always wanted to take advantage of, the answer is
only 21 days away with the 21 Days to Mastery
series. We've all experienced dreams that have given
us pause for thought or wondered what deeper
insight these nighttime visitations have. Dreams can
unlock the deepest parts of our minds, reveal
solutions that the waking mind could not
comprehend and provide important guidelines for
our future. However, all of these valuable insights
are useless to us without a simple, easy to refer to
guide to the symbols and messages submerged into
our dreams. 21 Days to Master Decoding Your
Dreams is the package all dreamers need. Your
sleeping life holds the solutions to your waking life,
and this new e-book offers a comprehensive day by
day guide to the most familiar themes, symbols and
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messages that our dreams transmit. In 21 days,
you'll learn how to keep a dream journal,
understanding recurring dreams, break troubling
patterns that your dreams warn you about and create
an incredible dream life to enrich your conscious
time. This e-book will be available to you in
searchable format whenever you need it. You'll soon
see that though it only takes 21 days to master, your
dreams are a treasure for the rest of your life.
Explains how to remember dreams, interpret
recurring dreams, recognize messages from the
inner psyche, and resolve painful incidents while
dreaming, with new sections on lucid dreaming spirit
interpretation, and creating an environment
conducive to sleep and dreaming. Original.
You really can Get the Funk Out! When you belly flop
into another one of life's funks, learn what to do
next! "Finally, a common sense approach to an all
too common malady. Ms. Bernstein has assembled
the tools to overcome our personal demons in words
that are clear and concise. When I find a good book, I
usually ‘can’t put it down’ but Get The Funk Out!
demands time to absorb the inspirational stories and
ponder the question of how faith can be so
strong."—Gary Pihl, former guitarist for Sammy Hagar
and current member of the band Boston "I love this
book! A radically transparent look that teaches us to
face life's hard knocks—instead of running away—and
heal from the gifts that emerge from them. This is a
bedside keeper to remind you that grass grows
through concrete." —Bryan E. Robinson, Ph.D.,
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Psychotherapist and Author of #Chill: Turn Off Your
Job and Turn On Your Life "The power of selfesteem is on full display in Get the Funk Out!.
Janeane Bernstein pulls together an unlikely cast to
write a prescription for dealing with life’s large and
small challenges. Finding joy on the journey is
possible, no matter how rocky the road." —Richard M.
Cohen, Author of Blindsided and Strong at the
Broken Places
see uploaded files [back.eps] and [inside_back.eps]
Ask the Dream Doctor
Awakening the Talents Within
A Step by Step Guide on How You Can Become a
Working Actor
The Mental: The Awakening of the Imprisoned Mind
Transform Your Life, Work, and Confidence with
Everyday Courage
Awakening the Seeds of Greatness
Dreams of an Underdog

“Join Heller on her quest to help save the
world, one poet at a time.” — from the
foreword by Susan G. Wooldridge Write a
Poem, Save Your Life helps writers of all
ages and experience levels navigate their
way through all aspects of life. With
writing prompts, tools, encouragement,
and moving student examples, Meredith
Heller gently guides us in the art of
using poetry to figure out who we are and
what matters to us and to heal the
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deeper issues many of us face, such as
depression, addiction, health and body
image issues, low self-esteem, trauma,
gender and sexual identity issues, and
home and family problems. Along the
way, we learn that writing poems helps
us believe in ourselves, make positive life
choices, and find direction, purpose, and
meaning.
Wake up and tap into something truly
epic - your life!! Always 'keeping it real',
this book is a manifesto for personal
change, presented with humour and
wisdom from one of life's spiritual
gangstas. Humorous and wise, gritty and
real, Brett Moran is a spiritual gangsta
and knows the score about
transformation. In Wake the F*ck Up he
shares the tools and techniques he's
learnt on his journey so you can do the
same. Whether you're looking to
overhaul your health and energy, achieve
your goals, or overcome negative
behaviours and patterns, Wake the F*ck
Up will show you how to: Tap into the
natural highs of life by using meditation
and mindfulness to help you overcome
negative thoughts and feelings before
creating a vision for what you want to
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achieve. Move from lost to alive by
learning how to smash negative habits
and re-engineering your energy through
healthy lifestyle habits and by creating a
positive mind-set. Be successful and
happy no matter what life throws at you
through simple gratitude practices and
living more authentically. Real-life
stories throughout will inspire you to
think big and achieve even bigger while
tough questions will help you overcome
beliefs and conditioning that may have
been keeping you caught in a life you
didn't consciously choose and then help
you stay on the right track. When you
wake the f*ck up and start living the life
you want, every day becomes an epic
adventure. "I'm a big fan of Brett's work.
He speaks with an authenticity that
inspires you to truly be yourself" Dr
David Hailton, bestseling author
New York Times bestselling author David
Wilcock's latest captivating work of
nonfiction, exploring new hidden truths
about extraterrestrials, dreams, sacred
science, channeling your Higher Self,
and Ascension What happens when a
UFO researcher suddenly comes into
telepathic contact with the very beings
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he has been so avidly studying, after
years of increasingly provocative dreams?
What happens when these telepathic
"readings" begin predicting the future
with astonishing precision—and speaking
about an incredible upcoming event in
which all life in our solar system will
undergo a spontaneous transfiguration?
David Wilcock is a master at weaving
together cutting-edge alternative
science, shocking insider information,
and his own personal experiences to
reveal stunning truths about humanity,
positive and negative extraterrestrials,
lost civilizations, and the universe we
share. In Awakening in the Dream, David
once again combines his extensive
research, the Law of One series, new
insider revelations, and his own
connection with the divine to bring
humanity closer to full disclosure than
ever before—as well as to help us activate
our full potential on the eve of
Ascension. A New York Times bestselling
author, TV personality, filmmaker,
lecturer, and consciousness expert, David
is the perfect person to guide us through
the hidden realities of our world. With its
myriad information, anecdotes, "big
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picture" comparative analysis with over
six hundred references, and trustworthy
messages channeled directly from the
highest-level angelic sources, including a
remarkable set of future prophecies built
into the Great Pyramid itself, Awakening
in the Dream promises to be his most
astounding book yet.
This Incredible, Outstanding, Poetry and
Quotes Book was written to Inspire both
Young and Old Readers of all Cultural
Ethnic Backgrounds. It entails actual
feelings and events of things that are
currently taking place around the world
and within the walls of our families and
friends. It is an eye opener of mixed
genre and emotions that each and
everyone can relate to surrounding their
past and present lifestyles. So brace
yourself, relax and allow me the Author
to control your inner thoughts as you
meditate on the words that are entangled
in these wonderful poetrilicious pages.
Wake the F*ck Up
Reaching Out to America
Tips and tricks for science competitions
An A-Z Guide to Deciphering the Hidden
Symbols of Your Dreams
Contact with the Divine
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21 Days to Master Decoding Your Dreams
: Notebook Planner -6x9 Inch Daily
Planner Journal, to Do List Notebook,
Daily Organizer, 114 Pages
"After reading "Falling Awake," I feel
clearer about almost everything. Even
truths I thought I already knew, seem
more natural and easily attainable.
This book is a beautiful presentation
of some wondrous thoughts about the
things that matter most." Marianne
Williamson, author of "Illuminata" and
"The Healing of America."
Discover The Secrets To Changing Your
Life 360 Degrees! Do you feel something
stopping you from doing the things you
love? Do you feel as if you just can’t
give 100% to your work anymore? Do you
find it impossible to wake up motivated
and get out of bed every day looking
forward to getting things done? Do you
find yourself dragging your body out of
bed, and your mind out of stupor? Do
you feel uninspired? Is your business
or career starting to suffer? Are your
personal relationships starting to
flag? But do you know that these things
happen to all of us, at one time or
another? So don’t worry, you are not
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alone. Even I, myself, have had off
days when I felt like there was no
reason. In most cases though, people
often choose to abandon their lofty
dream and downgrade it to something
that is easier to realize. However,
settling for something less may not
give you that sense of fulfillment
knowing that it isn’t your genuine
dream in the first place. Luckily, you
don't have to go through all that. I've
written a special guide that will allow
you to take your life to the next level
and put your dreams within reaching
distance! Level Up Your Life: Learn To
Embrace Positivity and Increase Your
Self Confidence. Here are some of the
secrets you will find in this program:
How to Find Your Motivation and How to
Keep It How to Change Your Mentality
and Stop Procrastination How to Banish
Your Self-Doubt How to Increase Your
Self-confidence How to Become a More
Positive Person How to Attract Positive
People in Your Life How to Achieve Your
Goals How to Keep Track of Your
Achievements How to Visualize Your
Success How to Make it All Real
In this short, powerful book,
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multimillionaire and bestselling author
Steven K. Scott reveals King Solomon’s
breakthrough strategies to achieve a
life of financial success and personal
fulfillment. Steve Scott flunked out of
every job he held in his first six
years after college. He couldn’t
succeed no matter how hard he tried.
Then Dr. Gary Smalley challenged him to
study the book of Proverbs, promising
that in doing so he would achieve
greater success and happiness than he
had ever known. That promise came true,
making Scott a millionaire many times
over. In The Richest Man Who Ever
Lived, Scott reveals Solomon’s key for
winning every race, explains how to
resolve conflicts and turn enemies into
allies, and discloses the five
qualities essential to becoming a
valued and admired person at work and
in your personal life. Scott
illustrates each of Solomon’s insights
and strategies with anecdotes about his
personal successes and failures, as
well as those of such extraordinary
people as Benjamin Franklin, Thomas
Edison, Oprah Winfrey, Bill Gates, and
Steven Spielberg. At once inspiring and
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instructive, The Richest Man Who Ever
Lived weaves the timeless truths of one
of our greatest works of literature
into a detailed roadmap for successful
living today.
"One day or day one. You decide." With
ALL IS MENTAL your time to be happy,
confident, motivated, mentally strong,
living the way you desire to is now!
With this daily journal you create,
write and manifest the life you desire.
"If you can dream it you can real life
it." Write it down and watch it get
real! Each page of ALL IS MENTAL is
designed to get you closer to any and
everything you have imagined for
yourself. Daily affirmations is key,
write it and speak it into existence.
Once you read my Introduction, you will
learn a few things writing has done for
me. It truly made so many things appear
right in front of my eyes, a lot of
thing I wasn't even prepared for. THIS
IS REAL! By purchasing this journal you
are ready for a life changing
experience. You are ready to change
your life. Writing is very important,
having a vision is very important, and
your mind is very important. You
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control your destiny! Make it a great
one, all it takes is for you to change
your thoughts. Your mind is a magnet,
your mind is the most powerful thing
that you own. Steve Harvey said, "You
can't do it without writing it down."
Think it, write it, live it. Enjoy a
life that you deserve. You hold the
pen.
End bad habits, negativity and stress
with self-hypnosis and NLP
ALL IS MENTAL CHANGE YOUR THOUGHTS AND
YOU WILL CHANGE YOUR LIFE
Why Do I Keep Doing This!!?
Giftocracy
Acting as Your Job
THE RUDE AWAKENING OF SPOKEN WORD
POETRY'S, QUOTES AND DREAMS!
It’s been said it cost nothing to dream, that
it’s just a fallacy, a simple means to an end
to escape the mundane routine of boredom,
that it’s just a quick fix to numb your
senses from frustration and a cheap buzz to
fill the void of a lack of passion. Allow me
to spare you the suspense. There is no
overnight success. The reality of any dream
is only as real as you are! Through this
book, it’s my personal goal to help you open
your mind to what is actually possible and to
what is really worth living for, to teach you
that it’s not about finding a life but rather
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creating one through self-belief, discipline,
and commitment, to show you that everything
you lack in life and you believe that’s the
reason why you can’t succeed is the only
fallacy. I come from the same place you do,
heartbreak, failures, setbacks, and plenty of
rejections. We all have history. We all have
a painful past. Believe me, I’m no different.
I found my purpose that gives me fulfilment,
and I want to share with you how I did it,
and that there is no happily ever after
without taking a chance. To dream awake is
two-in-one. What I dream of, what I want only
becomes real when I awake to who I truly am.
Stop procrastinating and get stuff done! This
fun and stylish paperback notebook will help
you stay focused and on task. This to-do list
notebook will help you keep your day
organized and keep up with your daily
errands.This journal features a blank to-do
checklist, a section for listing your top
priorities for the day. Also includes
sections to jot down notes, plan your meals
for the day and keep track of your daily
water intake. The opposite page features
lined journaling pages for jotting down your
daily thoughts and dreams.
This highly engaging book and its enticing
messages rouse us to commence the serious
business of feeding our minds. Claiming to be
knowledgeable, not needing to learn more, can
only unmask our impudence. Such disclosure
reveals a poverty-stricken philosophy and
“poor thinking habits”, to borrow Earl
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Shoaff’s wise term, characterizing our
ignorance and disregard. This dream-thief
keeps non-thinking individuals impoverished
all throughout their lives. The wisdom in
Shoaff’s words revolutionized many lives,
including mentors such as Jim Rhone and Tony
Robbins, and indeed inspired many powerful
messages in Wake -Up & Dream. This inclusive
volume by Nader Rafigh captures many
compelling principles of self-development &
personal growth to instill in us strong
habits of mind to purposefully soar in higher
thinking and greater learning. All to uplift
and educate us, so we can proudly claim to be
awakened, and awakened we better stay to
dream!
Throughout your life, you've had parents,
coaches, teachers, friends, and mentors who
have pushed you to be better than your
excuses and bigger than your fears. What if
the secret to having the confidence and
courage to enrich your life and work is
simply knowing how to push yourself? Using
the science habits, riveting stories and
surprising facts from some of the most famous
moments in history, art and business, Mel
Robbins will explain the power of a "push
moment." Then, she'll give you one simple
tool you can use to become your greatest
self. It take just five seconds to use this
tool, and every time you do, you'll be in
great company. More than 8 million people
have watched Mel's TEDx Talk, and executives
inside of the world's largest brands are
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using the tool to increase productivity,
collaboration, and engagement. In The 5
Second Rule, you'll discover it takes just
five seconds to: Become confident Break the
habit of procrastination and self-doubt Beat
fear and uncertainty Stop worrying and feel
happier Share your ideas with courage The 5
Second Rule is a simple, one-size-fits-all
solution for the one problem we all face—we
hold ourselves back. The secret isn't knowing
what to do—it's knowing how to make yourself
do it. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px;
font: 12.0px Arial}
Religious Lies and Gnostic Wisdom
Write a Poem, Save Your Life
The Small Pearl in Every Girl
The Richest Man Who Ever Lived
King Solomon's Secrets to Success, Wealth,
and Happiness
Falling Awake
Creating the Life of Your Dreams
AARP Digital Editions offer you practical tips, proven
solutions, and expert guidance. In Still Procrastinating?, Joseph
Ferrari will help you find out why you put things off and learn
how to conquer procrastination for good. Do you ever say to
yourself "What if I make a bad decision?," "What if I fail?,"
or "I'm better under pressure"? There are all sorts of reasons
people procrastinate. What are yours? This book draws on
scientific research on procrastination conducted over more than
twenty years by the author and his colleagues, to help you learn
what stops you from getting things done so that you can find
the solutions that will really work. Contrary to conventional
wisdom, chronic procrastination is not about poor time
management, but about self-sabotaging tendencies that can
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prevent you from reaching your full potential. This book gives
you the knowledge and tools you need to understand and
overcome these tendencies so you can start achieving your
goals--not next week, next month, or next year, but today!
Exposes the hidden causes of procrastination, including fear of
failure, fear of success, and thrill-seeking Identifies types of
procrastinators and helps determine which type describes you
Shares surprising information on how factors such as
technology and the time of day affect procrastination Examines
specific issues related to putting things off in school and at
work Shares more than twenty years of research on the causes
and consequences of chronic procrastination Written by a
psychologist who is an international expert on the subject of
procrastination Are you still procrastinating? This take-charge
guide will help you stop making excuses and start transforming
your life--right now.
How to Finally Stop Procrastinating and Take Action! Do you
procrastinate? If you said yes, then join the club! We all do that
from time to time. However, when the procrastination becomes
a dominant player in your life, a change is needed. Overcoming
Procrastination is your guide on how to beat procrastination,
get stuff done, and move closer to your goals and dreams.
DOWNLOAD the book and learn 44 actionable ways to stop
procrastination for good. Let this book be your personal
procrastination help guide, with tips like: Distraction, and how
to deal with them when you work (tip #12) How to adjust your
actions based on your internal clock (tip #8) Understanding why
you should invite the Sandman for a 20-minute visit (tip #22)
Why you should catch the water-cooler talk (tip #21) What is
the SWM Method and how to use it (tip #28) What is the PSD
Rule and how it can help you (tip #26) How to “shrink” your
task (tip #44) But this just a fraction of procrastination-busting
tips in this book. So get it now, start reading it immediately,
and take control of your life again! Would you like to learn
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more? Download this book and learn 44 ways to help with
procrastination, starting today.
Reaching Out to America is a book that teaches people all over
America about what really matters on this earth, to believe in
themselves, how to succeed in life, how to be strong, and how to
fulfill their inner selves. Even as a spiritually fired-up person,
we can all make it just as long as we stay strong and try our
best to succeed. Sometimes you have to go through the bad
times to get to the good times. For just when one says "Enough
is enough," one must find the solution to the problem to make it
on this earth. To "be all I can be, no matter what," one must
take the blindfold off ones eyes, so one can see her future. The
author states, "As I grow older, I can teach the younger
generation to come, because they are the future in this world
too." All should reunite and make a difference in this world, so
that we can learn from each other, and hear one another’s voice.
Love is more important in life because when we die we can’t
take materialistic things with us. So why treat each other bad
when we can love each other, and not go against each other.
Anger doesn’t solve anything, and creates chaos in one’s life.
When love is more important in one’s life, one can look on the
bright side of life and continue on doing what Jesus would want
one to do. We were all place on this earth for a purpose; we
must look to fulfill that purpose so we don’t get left behind in
society today. Jealousy, hatred, and envy won’t get one anything
but chaos in one’s life, and later on, Satan just throwing one
away. So it’s not to be that way because God didn’t make us to
be that way. He made us for a purpose, and we must look at life
that way. So why not help one another? It is the only right way
in God’s eyes, because He looks at everything we do and we sure
don’t anything to catch up with us.
In a powerful explosion of Lessons and Affirmations of life,
leadership and love, Terry Williams Spicer provides strategic
tools for exquisite black and brown girls. Designed for
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PEARLS of all ages, this poignant book will help them prepare
and navigate the journey of life and confidently utilize the
power of their voices to achieve dreams, goals and vision yet to
be imagined. As the founder of the mentoring initiative, The
SISI Small PEARLS Apprentice Program, Terry has taught
leadership development and life-enhancing skillsets that have
helped girls and women find the fullness of their tremendous
gifts and stand in flat-footed confidence, owning and knowing
who they are and who God made them to become. The Small
PEARL In Every Girl is the extension of this dynamic
Program. Terry invited her Circle of PEARLS, global,
corporate and community leaders from across the nation to
write Love Letters of Affirmation and Legacy to share their
wisdom and remarkable experiences to educate, empower and
help propel our girls forward. Terry's Lessons and each Letter
will help young girls everywhere embrace and lift the trajectory
of their lives to powerful todays and stellar tomorrows.
Get the Funk Out!
Level Up Your Life
A Guide for Teens, Teachers, and Writers of All Ages
Freedom from Addiction Ii
Wake Up & Live
Affirmations of Life & Leadership From the Power of Her
Skirttail
Overcoming Procrastination: 44 Actionable Tips to Take
Control of Your Life

How to achieve your goals and reach success faster
than ever? Do you often feel like your goals are out
of your reach? Do you get stressed when you think
of making plans, setting goals or creating
resolutions? Do you easily get distracted and
unmotivated, because everything you want seems
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far away or unattainable, costs too much effort or
requires a lot of sacrifices? If those images make
your stomach hurt and make you feel overwhelmed
by the pressure of fulfilling everything to a tee, then
this book has the answers you need. We all
procrastinate from time to time, putting off important
duties until the last moment. The problem starts
when that habit begins to interfere with your
professional or personal life, like your job, relations
with friends or your spouse, or your education. In
"Procrastination Cure", you will discover: - How to
find, set and achieve the right goal for you with 8
simple tricks - How one thing we all hate can actually
help you stay on track to success - An easy-to-follow
31-day plan designed to help you overcome
procrastination once and for all - How modern
technology plays a much larger role in
procrastination than you may have expected - How
some people can help you in achieving your goal,
and how to avoid those who will prevent it - What
may be the barriers you will face, and how to easily
combat them - How a simple acronym can magically
make everything seem achievable - The dangers
that procrastination pose to your health if not
properly addressed in time Once you find out how
easy it is to set up a simple, yet effective course of
action and keep up with it, you will be amazed by
how much your life will change for the better. If you
are now browsing books instead of doing something
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important, then the universe wants to tell you
something. Don't wait until the last moment. Check
out this guidebook to immediately start your new and
improved life of success.
What prevents people from doing what they
sincerely want to do?You can come up with all sorts
of explanations ranging from childhood trauma to
genetics, to personality types, but what it really boils
down to is the fact that most people simply aren't
skilled in managing their minds.When we try to break
a habit our brain sends out signals of alarm and
discomfort. To get past this, we must put our "logical
brain" in charge. Using self-hypnosis and NeuroLinguistic Programming (NLP) is one of the easiest
ways to achieve this.Hypnosis relaxes and quietens
the mind's chatter and can provide strategies to
manage the mind and to access the qualities and
strengths that we already possess. NLP is the one
psychological approach that spells out those
strategies step-by-step.This book explains how the
concepts and mechanisms of hypnosis and the
principles of NLP make for effective approaches to
self-hypnosis.
Do you feel like your potential is severely limited due
to your procrastination habit? Are you tired of the
guilt, stress, and overwhelm that comes with
procrastination? Do you want to learn the secret to
getting things done quickly and effectively, so that
you can increase your success in all areas of life? In
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this no-fluff and action-oriented book, you'll discover
the real reason behind your procrastination (there's
only one!) and you'll find potent tools to help you
overcome procrastination for good. In Stop
Procrastinating You'll Discover... More than 20
science-based strategies designed to help you
overcome laziness, free yourself from excessive
guilt, and get things done whether you feel like it or
not. A simple strategy for programming your
unconscious mind to act in any way you like New
research explaining differences between
procrastinators and non-procrastinators (Hint:
procrastination is not your fault.) Why criticizing
yourself always leads to more procrastination and
what to do instead The 30-second trick to build
"instant habits" so you can wake up early, exercise
regularly, and get more done without wasting any
willpower A quick walkthrough of the new science of
willpower: why you need it, easy ways to get more of
it, and step-by-step advice on how you'll use it to
overcome procrastination Why your granny doesn't
procrastinate (the alarming link between technology,
distractions, and procrastination... and what you
must do to escape this trap) Rarely discussed but
highly researched strategies that tackle the root
cause of procrastination... allowing you to quickly
relieve guilt, feel better about yourself, and as a
result get more done Whether you're a failing
student, aspiring entrepreneur, stay-at-home mom,
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or just someone who's constantly struggling for
motivation - know that by following the information in
Stop Procrastinating, you can overcome
procrastination. More importantly, you can finally
realize your potential, go after your dreams, and
enjoy life without constantly feeling guilty or stressed
out. Don't wait. Learn How to Overcome
Procrastination by Clicking the "Buy Now" Button at
the Top of the Page.
From Airplanes To Weddings, What Do Your Dream
Symbols Really Mean? How many times have you
awakened from an emotional dream convinced of its
significance yet baffled by its practical meaning in
your everyday life? In this remarkable book, dream
doctor Charles Lambert McPhee, founder of the
celebrated website askthedreamdoctor.com, helps
you unlock the hidden meaning in your dreams and
transform your waking life. Drawing on hundreds of
thousands of dreams sent to his website, he
provides expert interpretations based on years of
expertise and experience. Alphabetized for easy
reference, filled with more than 160 real-life dreams
from people around the world, Ask the Dream Doctor
will help you unravel many common dream symbols,
including: • Airplane Crash. . . Are your dreams
precognitive? Are they warnings? • Car . . . Are you
driving your own car [symbol of self]--or allowing
someone else to drive it? Is the car in your dream
"out of control"? • Chase Nightmares . . .What
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disturbing feelings are you trying to avoid? Are you
procrastinating making a big decision? • House . . .
What is your “dream” house like? It may reveal
more about your true self than anything in your
waking life. • Sex . . .It’s not always about the
obvious. Discover what underlies one of the most
common metaphors of all. • Tornado . . . Are you in
an intense emotional or family conflict? Your dreams
may be waking you up to something you haven’t
recognized. • Water . . . Learn about the kind of
dream that alerts you to see a sleep doctor
immediately!
Awakening in the Dream
A Guide for the Next Generation of Leaders
I M a Writer I Dream While Awake Writer Author
%^&* Happens, What to Do Next!
Goal Setting Success
Learn How to Stop Procrastinating: 2021 Edition
The Awakening
Nearly thirty years ago, in a tiny, impoverished Ghanaian
village, a young boy dreamed of becoming a professional
soccer player and competing against European powerhouse
Manchester United. Despite being told that he wasn’t good
enough to become a professional soccer player, his dream
was realized after being drafted by Seattle Sounders FC
and competing against Manchester United, in front of
67,000 fans. At twenty-three years old, Michael Tetteh had
realized his childhood dream. Then late one night, an
encounter caused him to give up the single thing that had
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defined his entire life—soccer. In one moment, he
surrendered to a new vision and stepped into the unknown.
Was he crazy—or brave? Giftocracy takes you on an
inspiring journey of self-discovery with author Michael
Tetteh. Powerful lessons from real-life experiences, along
with thoughts from trusted influential and transformational
leaders (including Myles Munroe, John C. Maxwell and
Zig Ziglar), will lead you to a new awareness. Become
empowered! You can transform and transcend the
opinions, conditions, and circumstances of your life.
Discover the gift trapped within you…and share it with the
world
Science competitions test a student’s level of knowledge,
power of scientific reasoning, and analytical thinking
outside of the regular school curriculum. A systematic
approach and smart study regimen are both required to get
good results in science competitions. In this book, you will
find many tips and tricks for how to study and prepare for
science olympiads. Moreover, you will learn how to: •
boost your motivation • cope with failures and anxiety
before the tests • defeat procrastination • manage your
time • memorize information quicker and more effectively
• organize your study material • read a science textbook •
plan your study schedule • develop practical skills • get
into and survive in the lab. Furthermore, you will find
essential test-taking strategies for tackling the olympiad
exams and example-based tips on how to develop critical
thinking and problem solving skills.
This book aims to show readers the actions they must take
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to start attracting the life they want. Ashley explains the
three powerful steps necessary for success, how many
people sabotage their success and why, and finally how to
change those negative behaviors.
THIS IS JUST THE BEGINNING... A journey of a
thousand miles begins with one step, and no matter how
small that step is, we are bound to take it in order to reach
our destination. In this insightful and luminous work,
Franck Johanssen shares his story and journey to achieving
his dreams and purpose, while at the same time inspiring
the non-dreamer to dream and the dreamer to dream even
bigger. Dreams of an Underdog is a book that will bring
the best out of you while redirecting you to the path of
your purpose in hopes of redefining your situation,
reinforcing your mindset and remaking history for yourself
and for your generations to come. Your background and
circumstances may influence who you are today, but you
are solely responsible for who you become tomorrow
Break Free of Self Imposed Limits to Win the Life You
Want to Live
AARP Still Procrastinating?
The Procrastination Equation
An Easy & Proven Way to Build Good Habits & Break
Bad Ones
A Simple Guide to Hacking Laziness, Building Self
Discipline, and Overcoming Procrastination
A Record of Thoughts Channeled by Souls of Humans and
Aliens for a Changing Earth
Atomic Habits
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Timothy Freke and Peter Gandy, authors of The
Jesus Mysteries and Jesus and the Lost Goddess,
return with a powerful indictment of Jewish,
Christian, and Islamic fundamentalism and a
passionate reinterpretation of Gnostic
spirituality. According to Freke and Gandy,
religiously inspired acts of violence, such as the
attacks on 9/11, are nothing new. They are the
continuation of a long and bloody history of
brutality caused by mistaking bizarre old books
for the Word of God. The time has come to end
religious intolerance and wake up to oneness by
rediscovering the Gnostic way of transforming
oneself and the world. Freke and Gandy's
Incendiary New Book Is a Wake-Up Call to the
World What if the Old Testament is a work of
fiction, Jesus never existed, and Muhammad was
a mobster? What if the Bible and the Qur’an are
works of political propaganda created by
Taliban-like fundamentalists to justify the sort
of religious violence we are witnessing in the
world today? What if there is a big idea that
could free us from the us-versus-them world
created by religion and make it possible for us
to truly love our neighbors—and even our
enemies? What if it is possible to awaken to a
profound state of oneness and love, which the
Gnostic Christians symbolized by the enigmatic
figure of the laughing Jesus? Discover for
Yourself Why the Gnostic Jesus Laughs
The #1 New York Times bestseller. Over 4
million copies sold! Tiny Changes, Remarkable
Results No matter your goals, Atomic Habits
offers a proven framework for improving--every
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day. James Clear, one of the world's leading
experts on habit formation, reveals practical
strategies that will teach you exactly how to
form good habits, break bad ones, and master
the tiny behaviors that lead to remarkable
results. If you're having trouble changing your
habits, the problem isn't you. The problem is
your system. Bad habits repeat themselves
again and again not because you don't want to
change, but because you have the wrong system
for change. You do not rise to the level of your
goals. You fall to the level of your systems.
Here, you'll get a proven system that can take
you to new heights. Clear is known for his
ability to distill complex topics into simple
behaviors that can be easily applied to daily life
and work. Here, he draws on the most proven
ideas from biology, psychology, and
neuroscience to create an easy-to-understand
guide for making good habits inevitable and bad
habits impossible. Along the way, readers will be
inspired and entertained with true stories from
Olympic gold medalists, award-winning artists,
business leaders, life-saving physicians, and star
comedians who have used the science of small
habits to master their craft and vault to the top
of their field. Learn how to: make time for new
habits (even when life gets crazy); overcome a
lack of motivation and willpower; design your
environment to make success easier; get back
on track when you fall off course; ...and much
more. Atomic Habits will reshape the way you
think about progress and success, and give you
the tools and strategies you need to transform
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your habits--whether you are a team looking to
win a championship, an organization hoping to
redefine an industry, or simply an individual
who wishes to quit smoking, lose weight, reduce
stress, or achieve any other goal.
DON'T WAIT TO READ THIS BOOK: The world's
leading expert on procrastination uses his
groundbreaking research to offer understanding
on a matter that bedevils us all. Writing with
humour, humanity and solid scientific
information reminiscent of Stumbling on
Happiness and Freakonomics, Piers Steel
explains why we knowingly and willingly put off
a course of action despite recognizing we'll be
worse off for it. For those who surf the Web
instead of finishing overdue assignments, who
always say diets start tomorrow, who stay up
late watching TV to put off going to sleep, The
Procrastination Equation explains why we do
what we do — or in this case don't — and why in
Western societies we're in the midst of an
escalating procrastination epidemic. Dr. Piers
Steel takes on the myths and misunderstandings
behind procrastination and motivation —
showing us how procrastination affects our
lives, health, careers and happiness and what we
can do about it. With accessible prose and the
benefits of new scientific research, he provides
insight into why we procrastinate even though
the result is that we are less happy, healthy,
even wealthy. Who procrastinates and why? How
many ways, big and small, do we procrastinate?
How can we stop doing it? The reasons are part
cultural, part psychological, part biological.
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And, with a million new ways to distract
ourselves in the digitized world — all of which
feed on our built-in impulsiveness — more of us
are potentially damaging ourselves by putting
things off. But Steel not only analyzes the
factors that weigh us down but the things that
motivate us — including understanding the
value of procrastination.
Procrastination Cure: 2 in 1: How To Stop
Procrastination, Live Up To Your Full Potential
And Succeed In Life: Includes Goal Setting
Success and Productivity Plan
7 Steps to Unlock the Secret Behind the Law of
Attraction
Transform Your Life Into One Epic Adventure
The No-Regrets Guide to Getting It Done
How to Help Your Spouse, Child, or Grandchild
Cure Their Addictive Disease
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